Abstract. Tessera terrain is the dominant tectonic unit in the northern hemisphere of Venus and is characterized by complex sets of intersecting structural trends and distinctive radar properties due to a high degree of meter and sub-meter scale (5 cm to 10 m) roughness. Based on these distinctive radar properties, a prediction of the global distribution of tessera can be made using Pioneer Venus (PV) reflectivity and roughness data. Where available, Venera 15/16 and Arecibo images and PV diffuse scattering data were used to evaluate the prediction. From this assessment, we conclude that most of the regions with prediction values greater than 0.6 (out of 1) are likely to be tessera, and are almost certain to be tectonically deformed. Lada Terra and Phoebe Regio are very likely to contain tessera terrain, whi!e much of Aphrodite Terra is most likely to be either tessera or a landform which has not yet been recognized on Venus. This prediction map will assist in targeting Magellan investigations of Venus tectonics.
Introduction
Tessera terrain is one of the most complex !andforms on the surface of Venus Basilevsky et al. 1986 ]. It is characterized by complex panems of intersecting structural trends in Venera 15/16 images of the surface . Tessera covers more area than any other tectonic unit mapped by Venera 15/16, between 10% and !5% of the surface north of 30øN  Bindschacller and Head, 1989] , and is concentrated •' the region between Aphrodite Terra and the mountains of western ishtar Terra. Because of its unusual structure, location, and widespread distribution, study of the tessera is likely to yield knportant information about the global tectonics of Venus.
Pioneer Venus (PV) reflectivity and rms slope data [Pettengill et al., 1980 [Pettengill et al., , 1982 reveal that tessera 'terrain also possesses distinctive radar properties: high values of rms slopes (0) and low values of uncorrected Fresnel reflectivity (p) as compared to most of the surface of Venus [Bindschadler and Head, 1988 In this. paper we present an improved prediction of the distribution of tessera and assess the prediction south of Venera coverage using Arecibo and PV-derived data on diffuse scattering. We find a number of regions are very likely to be tessera, including the Nokomis Montes region, Phoebe Regio, and parts of Lada Terra. Other regions, such as Aphrodite Terra and the Parga Chasma region, are likely to be tectonically deformed even if they are not found to be characterized by the distinctive structures of tessera terrain.
This prediction can assist in targeting investigations of Venus tectonics using Magellan data.
Prediction PV reflectivity (p) and rms slope (0) values from the 1985 NSSDC data set were placed in an azimuthal equidistant projection to match the geomorphic map of northern Venus made by the USSR Academy of Science Working Group . PV data were spatially filtered using a gaussian weighting scheme (standard deviation = 100 km). For each pair of values p and 0, the surface area within the Venera map and the surface area within the tessera were calculated. To obtain a predictive measure flits), the two areas were divided for each pair of values (p,0). 
